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From: ]
To: Daniel Cruden; ^EXT: Alastair Cameron
Cc: ^Parliament: Talei Pasikale; ^Ext: Ben Temple; Simon McLoughlin [TSY];
Subject: RE: Hon James Shaw Letter to Minister of Finance - Stats NZ Budget 2019
Date: Wednesday, 3 April 2019 3:53:00 PM
Attachments: Stats NZ - Budget Bid update.msg

 
Hi all,
 
Please read this in conjunction with my advice from last night (attached again) for MoF’s meeting
with Hon Shaw this evening.
 

·         The $134.500 million amount currently approved in principle is not the same as the
Treasury Vote Assessment. It is the same amount as Stats NZ bid for as part of “option
two” in their bid document It highly likely reflects lobbying from Stats NZ which we are
aware of.  In this advice they advised Hon Shaw not to support any new survey activities
(I.e. anything from Option 3) without putting Stats NZ on a sustainable financial footing 
(which, on their costings, required $134.500 million at a minimum).  This may well be
reasonable, but the Treasury was not provided enough detail in the bid documentation
to fully fund Stats NZ’s cost pressures and some activities we assessed as discretionary,
so we scaled the amount.    
 

·         $134.500 million does not get the Government anything new, but does fund activities
already conducted within baseline which Stats NZ was not funded for (i.e. IANZ) and
activities that align with Government priorities.
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Hi all,





 





Some points on Vote Statistics below.  Not urgent but for your information. 





 





Budget update





 





I talked through the confirmed-in-principle amount with Stats NZ this morning.  They advised they would lobby for more funding via a letter from Hon Shaw to Hon Robertson. I just wanted to give you a heads up this was likely coming your way and a bit of background.





 





The amount currently confirmed-in-principle is $134.500 million over the forecast period, phased as below.  





 





2019/20





2020/21





2021/22





2022/23





20.000





33.000





37.700





43.800





 





I just want to make clear a few points about this amount in case there has been any miscommunication in the process, and to provide some context ahead of the likely forthcoming letter from Hon Shaw’s office to MOF.  





 





·         $134.500 million does not get the Government anything “new”, in a sense that it remediates Stats NZ’s cost pressures and funding gap and it provides funding for activities already conducted within Stats NZ’s baseline they have not been funded for (on Stats NZ’s costings).  It is Stats NZ’s costing of current output and future cost pressures. 





 





·         $134.500 million is not the same as the Treasury’s supported amount, detailed below. 





o   We supported $98.000 out of a total of $134.500 million of funding sought for “option 2”, which was an option in the Stats NZ bid to cover cost pressures and funding gaps.  This option was titled Government and Coalition agreement commitments.





o   We supported $52.480 million out of a total of $59.980 million sought for “option 3”, which would have funded several new activities and was titled Customer focused – Data needs to address immediate demand (wellbeing aligned).  We considered that this would fund initiatives consistent with the Government’s Wellbeing intentions.





o   The rationale behind our supported amount is detailed in the attached budget assessment template.  In short, we did not have enough of a detailed breakdown of cost pressures and data system stewardship activities to support the amount of growth assumed in Stats NZ’s costing. There was limited information in the business case regarding the assumptions and cost pressure growth and we are aware of questions about the levels of discretion available to Ministers for some of the activities, and their scale and scope, funded within Stats NZ’s baseline (such as functional lead and data system stewardship).   This is why we recommended a smaller amount of funding ($98.000) for option two – we kept cost pressures flat to allow Stats NZ to bid for more funding should cost pressures become more clear, and to allow for a clear understanding of the scale and scope required for what may be more discretionary activities.  This amount was intended to keep Stats NZ’s baseline and current output “safe” through 2019/20, with scope to reassess in 2020/21 and beyond.  





 





·         $134.500 million likely reflects Stats NZ’s advice to their Minister (which we are aware of but were not consulted formally on), in which they recommended not funding any additional surveys unless their shortfall and cost pressures were funded:





o   “Stats NZ’s shortfall to continue current operations has not been fully funded, putting the sustainability of our current core work at risk.  Stats NZ do not recommend expanding any survey programme without fully funding the shortfall”





·         In addition to this, Stats NZ have advised that they will not currently be able to deliver on a number of Government and Coalition Commitments with the $134.500 amount:





o   Child Poverty Persistence Measure;





o   Review of labour market measures per the coalition agreement;





o   Work to maintain the Indicators Aotearoa New Zealand project; and





o   Overseas ownership data.





 





·         This is because Stats NZ stated they would try to achieve cost recovery to fund these four commitments in their business case.  The Treasury based our funding assessment on this assumption. Stats NZ have subsequently been unable to achieve cost-recovery or third party funding.





 





·         Stats NZ have indicated this means they will need to request additional funding (likely between $17.500 - $20.000 million) through a letter from Hon Shaw to MOF, to fund these 4 initiatives; or cease a number of activities and reprioritise internally.





 





·         In our view, there may be some discretion over the scope and extent of some of the programmes and projects currently funded from Stats NZ’s baseline.  We are aware, in particular, of questions regarding the scope and extent of the IANZ project and of the Data System Stewardship and Functional Lead activities.





 





Happy to discuss,





 





Kind regards,





Tim





Timothy Holland | Analyst – Economic Strategy and Productivity | The Treasury





Tel: +64 4 917 6159 | timothy.holland@treasury.govt.nz
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BUDGET SENSITIVE


Template 6: Treasury Assessment Template


Overview 


			Key Question/area 


			Comment/answer 





			Copy from agency template





			Portfolio of lead Minister


			Minister of Statistics (Minister Shaw)





			Portfolio(s) of other Ministers involved (if this is a joint initiative)


			N/A





			Statistics


			Statistics





			Initiative title


			Improved wellbeing measurement and data access to drive innovation 





			Initiative description


			This initiative will enable Stats NZ to develop wellbeing measures and unlock data for innovation and community access. It aligns with four Budget priorities: a sustainable economy; thriving in the digital age; child poverty; Maori & Pacific opportunities.





Rising costs, new responsibilities and a declining baseline mean Stats NZ lacks resources to continue with its outputs or to meet government or community expectations.





This initiative will fund child poverty persistence statistics, new labour market measures, an ownership register, Indicators Aotearoa NZ, the General Social Survey, data system leadership, community data hubs and a data innovation centre. Outcomes include better measurement of wellbeing over time and among regions and iwi, and data being used to innovate and change lives.








			Type of initiative 


			Priority aligning








			If this initiative relates to a priority, please outline the specific priority/ies it contributes to


			· Creating opportunities for productive businesses, regions, iwi and others to transition to a sustainable and low-emissions economy


· Supporting a thriving nation in the digital age through innovation, social and economic opportunities


· Lifting Māori and Pacific incomes, skills and opportunities


· Reducing child poverty and improving child wellbeing, including addressing family violence








			Does this initiative relate to a commitment in the Coalition Agreement, Confidence and Supply Agreement, or the Speech from the Throne? 


			Y





			Agency contact


			Margaret Delany, Chief Financial Officer, Stats NZ


Margaret.Delany@Stats.govt.nz








			Responsible Vote Analyst


			Tim Holland





			Vote Analyst (VA) to complete





			Has the portfolio Minister identified at least 1% of current expenditure for prioritisation?


			Y








			Overall RAG rating for initiative 


			Green at scaled amount.















Comment


Support Scaled.  This is a compendium bid consisting of 5 options.  It should be viewed as a combination of cost pressures and priority aligning initiatives.  We assess the supported funding will contribute strongly to measuring progress accross all 5 budget priorities, and provide for a wider measurment framework that supports the delivery of a living standards framework. 


We support scaled funding for options two and three.  We do not support options four and five through Budget 2019, instead we recommend deferring investment in Stats NZ’s wider data stewardship capabilities until more detailed cases are developed on the system-wide benefits, specific outputs, operating models, implementation readiness and costs are prepared by Stats NZ and agreed by Ministers.  


Option 2:  We support option 2 (scaled). 


We acknolwedge that Stats NZ is experiencing financial pressure and using unsustainable financial measures to maintain their current level of services.  We have supported funding to address the reduction in Crown revenue and insurance revenue.  We recognise that the time-limited funding from 2011 has largely been used to react to externally driven factors and respond to Government priorities, as well as maintain services for which demand has grown significantly. As such, we consider there is a case for maintaining the time limited funding beyond its original intent.  


We would require significantly more detailed cost-breakdowns to support increases in cost pressures beyond 2019/20 to the extent provided by Stats NZ. As such, we have supported the non discretionary cost pressures for 2019/20, but kept this figure flat beyond.  We have done the same for the growth in IDI users.  


We have supported $3.800 million for 2019/20 only for the component “Balance of funding required to maintain current levels of service and activities”.  We are aware of questions regarding the scope and discretion available to Ministers regarding the ongoing activities Stats NZ is funding from baseline, particularly functional lead and Indicators Aotearoa New Zealand, and the priority accorded to these relative to delivering and maintaining core statistics.  We have limited our support of this funding to one year to provide time for a clearer view on the scope of these projects and to assess delivery of outcomes to date.  


Should Ministers support greater investment in the Functional Lead and Data System Stewardship capabilities, we recommend this is deferred and expressly linked to Cabinet policy and funding decisions taken together.  


We understand that the amount supported as part of option 2 will allow Stats NZ to deliver on four Government and Coalition priorities in 2019/20 by prioritising approximately $5.000 million within their baseline.  This work will include:


· Developing and delivering a child poverty persistence measure;


· Review of labour market measures per the Coalition agreement;


· Work in support of the Indicators Aotearoa New Zealand project; and 


· Producing official statistics about overseas purchases and ownership of land to fulfil the Coalition Agreement to “undertake a comprehensive register of foreign-owned land and housing”.  


Option 3:  We also support option 3 (scaled).  Scaling is due to limits in information provided for the initiative Maori Data Needs and to reflect the preference for a sample size of 16,000 households (achieved) in the General Social Survey.  As part of option 3, we support funding for Stats NZ to deliver the following initiatives:


· General Social Survey: To be conducted annually, with with a targeted sample size of 16,000 households (acheived).  


· Funding for Te Kupenga and Disability Surveys


· System of Environmental-Economic Accounting


· Income and Wealths measures, including houshold living costs price indices


· Time Use Survey


We consider these supported options will allow Stats NZ to address their funding pressures in the short term, support the production of core statistics, deliver on Government and Coalition Committments and deliver surveys that enable measurement of wellbeing in a broader sense.  





We assess the initiatives supported to have good priority alignment and good wellbeing analysis.  We have adequate confidence in the cost breakdowns provided, noting the bid was not presented in a manner intended to provide granular information regarding cost breakdown, and instead intended to be taken holistically as a list of options for Ministers to select the model of National Statistics Office that fulfils their objectives.





Funding recommended


			Funding Sought ($m)


			2019/20


			2020/21


			2021/22


			2022/23 & outyears[footnoteRef:1] [1:      If funding does not carry on into out-years, please delete the “& outyears” reference] 



			TOTAL





			Operating


			51.500


			78.000


			90.800


			97.700


			318.000





			Funding Supported ($m)


			2019/20


			2020/21


			2021/22


			2022/23 & outyears[footnoteRef:2] [2:  	If the proposal requires time limited operating funding until the year 2022/23 please delete the ‘& outyears’ from the table. If the proposal requires time limited operating funding beyond 2022/23, or the profile changes over time, please add new columns to the table to reflect the profile of funding sought.] 



			TOTAL





			Operating


			32.290


			39.270


			38.010


			40.910 (note – there should be a reduction in outyears of $3.200 million related to Te Kupenga and Disability surveys) 


			150.480





			


			


			


			


			


			





			Funding Sought ($m)


			2018/19


			2019/20


			2022/23


			2023/24


			2024/25


			2025/26


			2026/27


			2027/28


			TOTAL





			Capital[footnoteRef:3] [3:  	The first 10 years of capital investment is counted against the multi-year capital allowance. Please reflect the full 10 year profile in the table.] 



			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-





			Funding Supported ($m)


			2018/19


			2019/20


			2022/23


			2023/24


			2024/25


			2025/26


			2026/27


			2027/28


			TOTAL





			Capital2


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-


			-








RAG rating 


			Green rated 





			








Use the detailed criteria outlined in the VA assessment guidance (and Annex 1 of the Budget guidance) to assess your initiaive. Use the following colours in ‘area to RAG rate’ column of each table below to indicate your assessment of the initiaive. Then include a brief description of how you reached your assessment in the column on the right. The boxes below use an illustrative example only. 


			


			Area to RAG-rate 


			Comment supporting choice in rating





			Priority-alignment


			Budget 2019 priorities 


			Green rating at scaled amount.  Taken together, the cost pressure funding for existing initaitves and new initiatives aligns strongly with budget priorities.  Stats NZ have provided both direct and implicit narratives about how their existing functions and the Treasury-supported initaitives In particular, improvements to official statistics and the new surveys proposed contribute strongly to Budget Priorities A, B and C.  





			


			CPC priorities 


			Green rating at scaled amount.  The initiatives support a number of CPC priorities, including


· Deliver responsible governance with a broader measure of success.


· Grow and Share


· Ensure everyone who is able to is earning, learning, caring or volunteering


· Make New Zealand the best place in the world to be a child





			


			General Government direction/outlined in Government agreement document


			Green at scaled amount.  Supports a range of Government committments. Supports Government with a broader measure of success, measurement of subjective wellbeing, comittments to deliver a register of foreign ownership of land, child poverty measures, and direction to develop a comprehensive suite of measures to measure sustainable progress. 





			


			Overall RAG-rating











			Intervention logic, evidence and wellbeing analysis


			Intevention logic 


			Green at scaled amount.  Stats NZ have provided a strong intervention logic for addressing their funding gap, which we have acknowledged with the funding supported for 2019/20.  They have also provided clear rationales for the initiaitives supported in Option 3.





We have not supported options 4 and 5 due to a less-strong intervention logic. 





			


			Implementation readiness and evaluation


			For the initiatives supported, Stats NZ have provided assurances and detailed explanations of how they plan to implement them.  For many of the supported proposals, Stats NZ have existing operating models in place, or will apply funding to initiatives where they are already completing work within baseline in the context of a funding gap.  





We have not supported options 4 and 5 due to limited information regarding implementation readiness.  





			


			Wellbeing analysis


			Stats NZ have provided an adequate wellbeing analysis for the new proposals.  We consider that the measures proposed by these initaitives will contribute directly toward measuring better wellbeing outcomes.  





In addition, the surveys and measurement work supported will allow the development of wider wellbeing measurement framework accross Government,  aligning with Treasury’s stated intent to develop a Living Standards Framework.  Of particular note, the General Social Survey allows for more regular and accurate tracking of subjective wellbeing, and investing to address Stats NZ’s funding gap will maintain the value of the statistical and data outputs they already produce.


 


Stats NZ have provided a CBAx model for Official Statistics generally.  That model returned a ROI of 5.1 for option 5, the most comprehensive option.





This result and its assumptions do not apply to the scaled amount we have supported. However, we agree that the monetisation of the benefits of Official Statistics provided by Stats NZ is sound and conservative, and excludes the indirect benefits of using statistics and data.  It would be very difficult to monetise these indirect benefits.





Therefore, we agree that the ROI of the supported investment in Official Statistics is highly likely to be positive.  





			


			Overall RAG-rating











			Cost understanding


			Cost breakdown 


			We have confidence in the cost breakdowns and costing models for the initiatives supported.  We have scaled out initiatives where the cost breakdown is unclear or lacks detail.  





We have applied some scaling to the cost pressures assumptions within option 2, as well as only supported one year of funding to address the balance of self funded activities, for the reasons outlined in the Comment section above.  





			


			Scaling 


			Stats NZ have provided a scaling framework in the way they have structured their bid.  





We have applied some scaling to Option 2 based on the rationale outlined in the Comment section above.





			


			Overall RAG-rating











			Collaboration 


			Cross agency/cross-portfolio collaboration 


			We have confidence in the level of collaboration and consultation conducted by Stats NZ for the iniatives supported.  





			


			Overall RAG-rating











Additional notes on assessment 
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·         If MoF is going to consider these recommendations, our advice is that he first asks
the following questions:

 
o   Why has more funding for IANZ been prioritised over the review of labour market

measures?
o   Stats NZ have already prioritised internally to fund existing IANZ work.  Why is more

funding needed?
o   Are there other activities within Stats NZ’s baseline where there may be some more

discretion and room to re-allocate funding, for instance data system stewardship and
functional lead?

o   $134.500 million funds some significant cost pressure growth in 2021/22 and 2022/23
($9.300 million and $12.500 million respectively).  The Treasury’s original advice was
to keep cost pressures flat at $2.600 million from 2019/20.  Could this amount be
rephrased in order to deliver on these 4 priorities?

 
·         In his letter, Hon Shaw also recommends including a new initiative 

 
Kind regards,
Tim
 

| Analyst – Economic Strategy and Productivity | The Treasury

 
 
 

From: Daniel Cruden   
Sent: Wednesday, 3 April 2019 11:29 AM
To:  [TSY]   ^EXT: Alastair Cameron

Cc: ^Parliament: Talei Pasikale   ^Ext: Ben Temple

Subject: FW: Hon James Shaw Letter to Minister of Finance - Stats NZ Budget 2019
 
Hi both,
 
Letter received – see attached.
 
Daniel Cruden | Private Secretary (Finance)

   
 
Office of Hon David Parker MP | Attorney-General | Minister for Economic Development | Minister for the Environment
| Minister for Trade and Export Growth | Associate Minister of Finance
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Authorised by Hon David Parker MP, Parliament Buildings, Wellington

 

From: Josh Martyn 
Sent: Wednesday, 3 April 2019 11:14 AM
To: Daniel Cruden 
Subject: Hon James Shaw Letter to Minister of Finance - Stats NZ Budget 2019
 
Hi Daniel,
 
I think you might be expecting this letter from Minister Shaw to Minister Robertson regarding
the Stats NZ bid.
 
I have sent a physical copy to your office in today also. Let me know if questions.
 
Thanks a lot,
 
Josh
 
 
Josh Martyn
Private Secretary (Statistics)
Office of Hon James Shaw
DDI:   |Mobile:  | E: 
Parliament Buildings, Private Bag 18041, Wellington | www.beehive.govt.nz
 
 

 

[39]
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